Background: Effective non-pharmacological cognitive interventions to prevent Alzheimer's dementia or slow its progression are an urgent international priority. The aim of this review was to evaluate cognitive training trials in individuals with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and evaluate the efficacy of training in memory strategies or cognitive exercises to determine if cognitive training could benefit individuals at risk of developing dementia.
Background
Development of preventative strategies for Alzheimer's dementia (AD) is an international priority, with prevalence rates projected to increase by over 75% in the next quarter of a century [1] . One approach to reduce the prevalence of AD is to develop strategies to delay its onset in healthy individuals or those at risk of developing dementia. Prospective cohort studies have found that participation in mentally-stimulating activities is associated with a lower incidence of AD [2] and even late-life mental activity exhibits a dose-dependent inverse relationship with dementia risk, independent of early life experiences [3] . Consequently, it is possible that participation in complex mental activities at older age may offer protection from cognitive decline and hence mitigate dementia risk.
Cognitive training provides structured practice of complex mental activity in order to enhance cognitive function [4] , and has attracted intense public, commercial and scientific interest. Unfortunately, cognitive training interventions have been frequently mislabelled or conflated with other therapies, despite important theoretical distinctions between compensatory cognitive rehabilitation, general cognitive stimulation and cognitive training [5] [6] [7] . For example, the non-specific umbrella terms 'cognitive intervention' [8] , 'cognitive enrichment' [9] and 'cognitive rehabilitation' have been applied to multidomain cognitive training [10] [11] [12] as well as training in memory strategies [13] . 'Cognitive stimulation' has been used to refer to interventions ranging from generic topical discussions [14] , executive exercises and memory strategy training [15] . Given the confusion of terms, an operational definition has been advanced which delineates cognitive training from other interventions [16] : 1) repeated practice, 2) on problem activities, 3) using standardized tasks, and 4) that target specified cognitive domains.
Cognitive training can be further distinguished to include training in applied memory strategies versus repetitive cognitive exercises [7] . Training in memory strategies involves the instruction and practice of techniques to minimize memory impairment and enhance performance, and involves learning and practicing strategies such as the method of loci, mnemonics, and visual imagery [17, 18] . In contrast, cognitive exercise requires the repeated practice of targeted cognitive abilities in a repetitions-sessions format analogous to 'reps-sets' regimes in physical resistance training: users typically carry out a number of iterations of a cognitive task in one session, then continue to new tasks in the next session, and eventually return to further train the original task at a harder level in future sessions (i.e., staircase design). Recently, several software applications have been developed that implement cognitive exercises on computer [19, 20] .
Although cognitive exercises and memory strategies are structurally distinct, they have often been analysed together. A Cochrane review of 32 training trials up to the year 2007, concluded that none of the effects could be attributed specifically to cognitive training, however, only memory training data from 24 trials were pooled for analysis, and the analysis did not include results from cognitive exercise trials of problem solving and speed of information processing [4] . Similarly a review of memory strategy training in healthy and mild cognitive impairment (MCI) individuals [18] combined results from two trials of cognitive exercises [11, 19] with 22 trials of memory strategy training and found no specific effects of training. Furthermore, mixed results were also obtained in a systematic review of cognitive interventions in MCI which included training in both memory strategies and cognitive exercises [21] . In addition, many of the trials included uncontrolled interventions such as use of external memory aids or relaxation therapy [22] . Prior reviews have therefore not appropriately distinguished between types of cognitive training, potentially obscuring clinically-relevant effects. Furthermore, a lack of differentiation between cognitive exercises and training in memory strategies, and the inclusion of multiple other therapies with cognitive training, may have also contributed to mixed findings.
By contrast, a meta-analysis of longitudinal RCTs of cognitive training (as defined here) in cognitively healthy adults demonstrated efficacy on primary cognitive outcomes [23] . However, whether operationally-defined cognitive training can be as effective at slowing the rate of cognitive decline after clinical signs are apparent is not clear. MCI is a diagnostic term applied to those individuals with high risk of developing dementia and in the intermediate stage between normal cognitive function and dementia [24, 25] . MCI increases the risk for dementia, with diagnosed individuals progressing at rates of 12-15% per year compared to 1-2% of the general population [26] . Cognitive training at this preclinical stage may potentially prevent or delay disease onset, reducing this high conversion rate.
The purpose of this systematic review was therefore to identify all relevant clinical trials of defined cognitive training in individuals with MCI in order to: a) determine the overall efficacy of cognitive training in at risk individuals; b) compare outcomes between cognitive exercises and memory strategy training; c) examine the issue of generalisation of training; d) identify and discuss limitations of current research, and e) provide recommendations for future research.
Methods

Search Strategy
To Combined intervention and population terms were searched in "All Fields", and identified papers were reviewed (title/abstract) by NG to identify potentially relevant trials and this was supplemented by reviewing the reference list of retrieved trials.
Inclusion criteria
Studies were selected from the initial search if they met the following criteria i) described a cognitive training intervention consistent with our definition ii) were a full length article published in a peer reviewed English language journal iii) study design was a randomised controlled trial (RCT), or non-randomised (NRCT) or uncontrolled clinical trial (UCT) iv) sample population was defined as having MCI or in a mixed sample the data for MCI was available separately [16] v) no training in external memory aids and vi) baseline and post intervention results on at least one cognitive outcome measure.
Appraisal of Study Quality and Data extraction
Included studies were individually scored on their published adherence to the CONSORT 2001 reporting criteria for clinical trials (http://www.consort-statement.org) accessed 17 March 2011). Key information was extracted by two reviewers (NG and MV) onto a standard template and any differences resolved by consensus with other authors. Additional non published outcome data were received from the authors of two trials [27, 28] .
Analytical Approach
Data were extracted for the description of methodology and common outcomes of each trial. A quantitative meta-analysis was our primary goal if a sufficient number of quality studies using homogeneous interventions and outcomes were identified. Our secondary goal was to calculate effect sizes, statistical power along with clinical relevance in all studies and describe important trial characteristics such as: cohort, intervention type, training delivery, volume of training, outcome measures, and follow-up. Relative effect sizes for RCTs and NRCTs were calculated as a difference of change scores with pooled baseline standard deviation (Coe's Calculator retrieved May 5, 2009 from http://www.cemcentre.org/ evidence-based-education/effect-size-calculator). Hedge's bias corrected relative effect sizes were obtained with 95% confidence intervals as this method adjusts for small sample size. Post-hoc power calculations were calculated with GPower Analysis Version 2.0 [29] .
Results
Search Results
A summary of eligible articles into the review is presented in Figure 1 . The combined search of intervention terms AND population terms yielded 175 potentially eligible papers. The abstracts were reviewed, providing a final total of 34 studies, agreed upon by all authors, which were reviewed in full to determine suitability for inclusion. Ten studies met our criteria for cognitive training and MCI: 6 trials of cognitive exercises (3 RCTs, 2 UCTs, 1 NRCT) and 4 training in memory strategies (2 RCTs, 2 NRCTs). A number of studies were excluded because the sample was mixed [30, 31] or not defined as MCI [32] , applied individualised non-standardized training [33] or the intervention combined multiple therapies [22, 34, 35] .
Analysis
A meta-analysis of the RCTs was considered inappropriate as not more than two studies shared the same global outcome measure (Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE) [11, 27] ), memory specific story or paragraph recall [28, 36] , and no common mood outcome measure. Outcome measures were similarly heterogeneous in NRCTs and UCTs. The ten trials in MCI were analysed individually with sample characteristics described in Table 1 , intervention and outcomes described in Table 2 , and effect sizes presented in Tables 3 and 4 .
Study Quality Assessment
There was significant disparity in RCT study quality, with an average CONSORT rating of only 13.5 out of a possible 22 items, with limitations primarily due to poorly explicated methodology and randomization process. The highest scores of 18 and 17 were obtained from a multicomponent cognitive exercise intervention [27] and computer delivered cognitive exercise [37] respectively, and the remaining 3 trials were awarded scores of between 9 and 11.
Cohort Characteristics
Summary descriptions of each study cohort are shown in Table 1 .
Sample
The ten trials yielded a total of 305 participants, with small cohorts ranging in size from 10 [8] to 59 [11] . All participants were community-dwelling individuals. Recruitment source was variable, with referral from geriatric, psychiatric, memory clinics or neurology units most common [8, 10, 15, 27, 37] , however frequently no recruitment information was reported [11, 12, 36] . Disparity in the type and quality of reported demographic information precluded mean calculations. Participants were predominantly women aged in the mid-seventies who had completed secondary school. In some studies, there was an inequality between treatment and control groups at baseline in gender ratios [36] , and MMSE scores [27, 28] . Limited information was provided regarding health status and medication, and only five studies listed exclusion criteria [8, 11, 15, 27, 37] .
MCI diagnosis
Nine trials applied formal diagnostic criteria to determine the MCI status of subjects. Petersen's MCI criteria were most commonly adopted [8, 11, 12, 15, 28, 36, 38] indicating a predominance of MCI amnesic subtype. No studies operationalized the first criterion of subjective memory complaint [39] , although complaints were assessed during interview [28] . In contrast, objective operational measures for the remaining 3 criteria of objective memory impairment, intact general cognitive function, and no functional impairments were uniformly provided. All but two studies, [37, 38] provided MMSE scores as a measure of baseline cognitive function, with an average score of 26.32 across eight trials, and range of 28.9 [8] to 17.2 [27] suggesting significant disparity in level of cognitive impairment.
Cognitive Training Intervention Training format and delivery
Training characteristics are presented in Table 2 . Computerized exercises were the most common form of training. The computer programs NeuroPsychological Training (NPT) [40] and Cogpack [41] provided multi-modal and multiple-domain training [10] [11] [12] 38] , whilst the POSIT Science Corporation (San Francisco, CA) program trained only one cognitive domain, i.e. auditory processing [37] . One cognitive exercise trial included pen and paper tasks of repeated 30 minute cancellation, ordering, and mathematical tasks [27] .
In contrast memory strategy training involved written and verbal practice of memory strategies including visual imagery [8, 15, 36] , association or categorization [8, 15, 28, 36] and spaced retrieval [28] .
Training delivery for both cognitive exercises and memory strategies most often occurred in group [8, 12, 15, 28, 36] , or combined group and individual sessions [27] . One cognitive exercise trial exclusively involved individual home training [37] . Two memory strategy studies included homework exercises [28, 36] . The four memory strategy trials reported that training was supervised by psychologists or neuropsychologists [8, 15, 28, 36] .
Volume and Duration
Volume of cognitive training measured by hours per week was variable, ranging from 1 hour of memory strategy training [28] to over 8 hours of cognitive exercises [37] . In trials of combined interventions, it was difficult to delineate duration of training from the other intervention components. Duration of exercise training varied from 3 weeks [12] to up to 1 year [27] , and memory strategy training ranged from 6 [36] to 26 weeks [28] . Overall mean volume of training (sessions/week × number of weeks) was 8 sessions for memory strategies and 57.5 sessions for cognitive exercises.
Combined intervention
Interpretation of results was confounded in all four memory strategy trials [8, 28, 36] , as the predominant memory strategy training was augmented with other interventions that were not controlled for in the comparison group. For example, memory strategy training was combined with occupational therapy and behavioural training [36] , life-style education [28] assisted attention training [8] , and executive exercises [15] . Only one cognitive exercise trial combined other therapy, motor and daily living function training [27] .
Outcome Measures
There was considerable variability in the type and quality of outcome measures used in each study, limiting the extent to which the efficacy of cognitive training in MCI could be evaluated. The types of outcome measures employed can be broadly classified into training-specific measures, domain-specific cognitive measures (memory, attention, executive function, and speed), global cognitive measures, and secondary generalization measures of function and emotional and behavioural status. Word lists and story or paragraph recall were the most common domainspecific outcome measures. There were no measures of quality of life, and incident dementia was not reported in any trial.
Effect Size Analysis
Eight of ten studies reported improvement in at least one cognitive outcome (see Tables 3 and 4) . Specifically, relative effect sizes (ES) varied between moderate (ES 0.3 -0.5) to large (> 0.5) on measures of objective memory performance in four of five RCTs (3 cognitive exercise trials [11, 27, 37] and 1 memory strategy trial [36] ), one of three NRCTs [8] , and both uncontrolled cognitive exercise trials [10, 38] . However, many results were not statistically significant and so post-hoc power calculations were used to assess the rate of probable Type II errors. All RCTs and NRCTs were found to be underpowered (power less than 80%) for the reported memory outcomes. Effect sizes on memory outcomes were typically greater for the randomized cognitive exercise trials with relative effect sizes on memory outcomes ranging from .10 to 1.21. In contrast relative effect sizes on memory [11] , whilst a study of memory strategy training based on paragraph recall failed to find positive training effects (ES = -.03 to ES = -.54 [36] ). Two RCTs of memory strategy training [28, 36] have yielded mixed ES on memory. These studies found no evidence of generalization, with effects being restricted to training-specific outcome measures. Although persistence of strategy use was reported [28] , memory performance deteriorated over time [28, 36] . In addition, trained subjects had less improvement at six months than control subjects (ES = -1.18) [36] . Overall, large effects (ES > .05) were found for 50% of the memory outcomes in cognitive exercise trials compared to 37% of memory strategy outcomes. Improvements in mood following cognitive exercises were also found. Cognitive exercises led to a reduction in depressive symptoms in both RCT trials [11, 27] , suggesting that training benefits may include improved mood. Furthermore a large, significant and clinically relevant reduction in psychiatric and depressive symptoms found after cognitive exercises compared to Cholinesterase inhibitors (ChEI) treatment (ES = -.82) [11] , suggesting that cognitive exercise training may have adjunctive benefit to this medication. The two randomized memory strategy trials did not include outcome data on measures of mood [28, 36] .
Results from the NRCT and UCTs indicated larger effects and clinical benefits following computer-based exercises compared to pen-and-paper memory strategy training across a number of domain specific, global cognitive, and mood function measures [10, 12, 38] . For example, an UCT [10] and NRCT [12] cognitive exercise trials both resulted in a small reduction of depressive symptoms. Belleville's 2008 NRCT of memory strategy training yielded a large positive result on word list recall however, interpretation is difficult due to lack of randomization and the use of multiple interventions, including computer exercises, with the relative contribution of each intervention not discernable.
Greater volume of training was associated with greater effect on memory outcomes following cognitive exercises (60 sessions ES = .82 and .99 [11] , compared to 12 sessions ES = .10 [12] ), but not for memory strategy training (6 sessions ES = .88 [36] , compared to 10 sessions ES = .23 [28] ). Combined memory strategy with attention training [8] was associated with large and significant benefit (ES = .78) following only 8 sessions. Supervision of training was reported in the four memory strategy training trials [8, 15, 28, 36] , making it impossible to evaluate the benefit of supervision compared to no supervision in strategy training, and was not reported upon in the computerbased cognitive exercises trials. Training was provided in group format with the exception of two trials [11, 37] therefore comparison of benefit between individual versus group format was not feasible.
Longitudinal Follow-up
Three RCT studies examined persistence of effect with longitudinal follow-up. Unexpectedly, memory strategy training was associated with decreases in objective memory performance at three [28] and six months [36] post training compared to control. By contrast, improvements in function were evident following cognitive exercises at three months [11] . However, an uncontrolled cognitive exercise trial found the benefit of training did not persist at five months follow-up [38] .
Discussion
This systematic review applied defined criteria to identify original cognitive training studies that investigated cognitive efficacy in preclinical MCI subjects. In addition to RCTs, less robust NRCT and UCT designs were included in this review to exhaustively review the existing literature, the relationship of study quality to outcomes achieved, and identify gaps in the literature. Nonetheless, our systematic review identified only ten trials of cognitive training using either cognitive exercise or memory strategy approaches, of which half were RCTs of low to moderate quality, with significant heterogeneity. Despite these limitations, certain patterns did emerge. Moderate-sized effects were found on memory performance and global cognitive measures in a majority of studies, with computer-based cognitive exercise studies exhibiting an increased frequency of stronger effect sizes, and enhanced generalization of benefits, compared to memory strategy training. However, most studies were underpowered for the effects achieved, and so individual results were often insignificant. Furthermore, three trials [27, 28, 36] included additional intervention components so that the unique benefit of cognitive training is difficult to assess. Overall, the field is nascent and further high quality RCTs are of critical importance.
Defining and Classifying Cognitive Training
The literature regarding cognitive training has so far suffered from a variable definition of intervention, as well as the frequent use of multiple interventions without appropriate controls, thereby accounting for the inconsistent results. For example, two recent meta-analyses of cognitive training in healthy older adults [23, 42] drew different conclusions, mainly because inclusion criteria varied, with only three studies being common to both analyses. In MCI, previous reviews have included mixed interventions without clearly delineating between cognitive exercise and memory strategy training, and also included different trials [4, 43, 44] . Mixed interventions only add to the confusion. For example, a recent randomized control trial nominally compared 'cognitive training', comprising health education, meditation, memory strategy training and problem solving strategies, with 'cognitive stimulation', itself comprised of reality orientation, quiz games and problem solving activities [45] . In the area of cognitive training in established dementia, reviews have similarly produced mixed results: two reports found little support for efficacy [46, 47] , but a subsequent review which distinguished between restorative cognitive training and compensatory strategies found that cognitive training appeared to be of modest benefit [48] . If general stimulation activities and rehabilitative compensation are excluded, perhaps, cognitive training can be examined appropriately as a unique stand-alone intervention. In addition, we here distinguished between cognitive exercises and memory strategy training because of fundamental differences in approach and intent.
Evidence from trials of Cognitive training in MCI
Cognitive exercise involving multiple cognitive domains appears to demonstrate greater efficacy than uni-modal memory strategy training. Multi-domain exercises provide a broader range of cognitive challenges to directly stimulate plasticity, and in several studies has resulted in improved global cognitive function [11, 12, 27, 49] . By contrast, little evidence was found for the efficacy of memory strategy training in MCI which was consistent with outcomes from a recent meta-analysis in healthy and MCI subjects that found training effects were equivalent to those seen in active controls [50] . Memory strategy training may have limited generalizability to overall cognitive function, perhaps because it has a very specific nature and reliance on subjects' ability to appropriately apply acquired strategies. Since complex mental activity induces a number of central nervous system adaptations, including neuro-protective, plastic, trophic and compensatory mechanisms [50] , multi-domain cognitive exercise may be better suited to stimulating these neuroplastic brain changes. Neuroimaging studies, for example, are beginning to isolate functional, structural and biochemical changes that accompany cognitive training [Suo & Valenzuela, in press ]. Further research is required that directly compares memory strategy training to multi-modal cognitive exercises, as well as single-versus multi-domain cognitive exercises. For the moment it is important to recognise that firm conclusions cannot be made because of the prevalence of mixed interventions and overall limited quality studies.
High volume cognitive exercise appeared to result in greater benefit than lower volumes of training, although no dose-response studies were identified. Very frequent training for twelve weeks led to greater effect on memory [11] than longer, less regular training [27, 38] , and cognitive exercise studies generally had a higher frequency of training sessions at four [10, 12] or five sessions per week [11, 37] . The observation of greater efficacy from cognitive exercise than memory strategy training may therefore simply represent a function of training volume, and so volume-matched comparative studies are required. Meta-analysis of cognitive training in healthy adults has suggested that 2-3 month training periods may have persistent protective benefit [23] however current findings in MCI suggest that frequency and total volume of sessions are also important. Accordingly, it is possible that training needs to reach a 'critical threshold' in order to produce sufficient adaptive neurobiological changes. However, given the variability observed, it is not yet possible to determine the minimum required frequency, volume or duration of cognitive training and explicit dose-response trials in MCI that are needed.
Clinical Role of CT in Primary and Secondary Prevention
Three stages of AD prevention have been identified: primary prevention to reduce disease incidence in cognitively normal individuals; secondary prevention to slow progression of pre-clinical disease to clinical disease (often translating to reduction of MCI 'conversion' to dementia); and tertiary prevention, the reduction of disability due to cognitive symptoms in diagnosed patients [51] . Cognitive training can be applied to each of these stages, and it is proposed that the type of training intervention should vary depending upon the prevention stage. Cognitive exercise is designed to improve function through neuroplastic mechanisms and has been shown to produce positive effects in healthy adults [23] thereby consistent with a primary prevention goal. This current review suggests cognitive exercise also has promise for enhancing cognitive function in MCI [10] [11] [12] 37, 38] , and may slow decline in at risk individuals, consistent with secondary prevention. As the syndrome of MCI may have different aetiologies [25] , it is likely that individuals with different subtypes of MCI may respond differently to treatment. For some, training in strategies to compensate for memory difficulties may have additional value, and consequently combined cognitive exercise and memory strategy training may be optimal. However, comparative trials are required and there remains a lack of longitudinal research. The effectiveness of cognitive exercise as a tertiary prevention in those with established AD is likely to be modest [48] , although a recent trial of computer-based exercises found delayed progression of disease by the end of training compared to controls [52] . For tertiary prevention, compensatory rehabilitative memory strategy training approaches that target disability maybe appropriate.
Computer-delivered interventions are rapidly becoming popular. Computerized cognitive exercise has been successfully implemented across the age spectrum and research suggests that older adults are often the fastest growing users of computer and internet technology [53] . Computer delivered exercises may provide primary and secondary prevention and be accessible to a wide number of individuals. On the other hand, it may be more appropriate to deliver tertiary compensation strategies by traditional pen and paper methods that minimize memory load. Finally, across all of these types of interventions and prevention stages, quantifying the 'real world' significance of cognitive training interventions on instrumental activities of daily living and quality of life will be vital and so far has not been addressed.
Conclusions
Further research is urgently required in order to substantiate the efficacy of cognitive training as a therapeutic intervention in MCI. It is vital to clearly distinguish between various cognitive interventions and differentiate between training exercises and memory strategies. This review suggests cognitive exercise may be effective at enhancing cognitive outcomes, but several limitations have been identified which precludes firm conclusions. All trials have been small and generally underpowered, and thus larger and more diverse cohorts are needed. Notably, only two RCTs [11, 37] to date have examined the isolated benefit of cognitive exercise, whilst the other three included co-interventions. Importantly, no significant negative or adverse effects of cognitive training have been found, in marked contrast to drug trials in MCI, where side effects and high dropout rates are commonly reported [47] .
The following recommendations are intended as an indicative rather than exhaustive list, and demonstrate the challenges and opportunities for the field:
1. Employ a rigorous cognitive training definition, and distinguish between cognitive exercises and memory strategy training in abstracts and reports. A consistent operational definition will facilitate the appropriate comparison of effects between interventions, and provide more precise information for program development and research.
2. RCTs with active control conditions (sham training) are required to control for non-specific effects. Similarly, in multi-modal and combined interventions, additional study arms are needed.
3. Assess generalization by testing cognitive, behavioural, quality of life, functional, mood, and psychological wellbeing outcomes.
4. Compare the effects of training volume and duration, as well as investigate dose-response relationships.
5. Proximal and longitudinal follow-up assessments are needed to determine the persistence of effects and begin characterising the temporal course of putative benefits.
6. Comprehensive description of inclusion criteria and sample descriptors are needed in order to control for the potential heterogeneity in MCI aetiology.
